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Task

Input: Robotic kinematics or a video 
sequence of a surgical task

Applications:  
1) Surgical skill assessment  2) Efficient surgery training

Output: Frame-wise fine-grained 
gesture labels 

Reaching for the needle
Positioning the tip of the needle

Pushing needle through the tissue
…



Dataset
JHU-ISI Gesture and Skill Assessment Working Set (JIGSAWS) 

Three robotic surgery tasks (da Vinci):  
Suturing, Knot-tying, Needle-passing 

~30 sequences for each task performed by 8 surgeons

da Vinci Surgical System Screenshot from the Suturing task



(G1) reaching for the needle with right hand
(G2) positioning the tip of the needle
(G3) pushing needle through the tissue
(G4) transferring needle from left to right
(G5) moving to center of workspace with needle in grip
(G6) pulling suture with left hand
(G7) pulling suture with right hand
(G8) orienting needle
(G9) using right hand to help tighten suture
(G10) loosening more suture
(G11) dropping suture and moving to end points
(G12) reaching for needle with left hand
(G13) making C loop around right hand
(G14) reaching for suture with right hand
(G15) pulling suture with both hands

Fine-grained Surgical Actions Surgemes Flow Chart of Suturing

Dataset



Motivation
Existing methods (RNN [1], Temporal CNN [2]) are driven 

by frame-wise accuracy and produce over-segmentation

Use RL to reduce over-segmentation: 
The agent is rewarded to segment less

GT

TCN

Ours

[1] Recognizing surgical activities with recurrent neural networks. MICCAI 2016

[2] Temporal convolutional networks for action segmentation and detection. CVPR 2017



Method: Overview
MDP Formulation: 

State/Action/Reward 
An agent moves forward step by step and classifies frames



Method: Action

(1) How far to step forward 
(2) Which class label to give

Example

is the minimum gesture length (4) 

is the minimum of mean gesture lengths for each class (21)

The set of gesture classesThe set of optional step sizes
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Method: State

and Statistical Language and Duration Model 
Gaussian distributions for gesture durations  

A bigram language model for gesture transitions

State Vector: Features from a temporal CNN



Method: Reward

The agent is rewarded for: 
(1) Correctly classified frames 

(2) Larger steps (temporal consistency)



Experiments

Results on the suturing task of JIGSAWS (LOUO)

Metrics 
• Frame-wise accuracy 
• Edit score (Normalized edit distance) 
• F1 score with different IoU thresholds

• Leave one user out cross validation 
• Run 150 time and take the average 
• Policy net: MLP with one hidden layer 
• Policy learning: TRPO from OpenAI Baselines



Results on knot-tying and needle-passing using kinematic data

Experiments



Experiments

Does the Larger Step Really Benefit? 

Experiments on the step size
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Experiments

The trained agent skim fast in the middle of segments 
and examine attentively at segment boundaries

Ground Truth

Prediction



Conclusion

• A novel method based on deep reinforcement learning  

• Accuracy and edit score are both incorporated into the reward  

• Higher edit score and F1 score on JIGSAWS



Thank You


